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Over two hundred flying swords went forward and backward, turning into a long dragon of white
sword light, heading straight for the Rhinoceros Thunder Beast, while behind Lin Hao, he began to
continuously gather sword Qi, and in his hand, he even held the long-sheathed Xuan Yuan sword!

"Ow...... hurts me to death! You dare to electrocute me! I'll eat you!"

Xiong Er didn't know if he was stimulated or what, while screaming miserably in
pain, he leapt up and ran wildly towards the rhinoceros thunder beast instead of advancing,
showing his teeth!

Lin Hao's eyelids jumped wildly as he watched Xiong Er's appearance: in the eyes
of a dry rice bear, everything is edible! Roar!

With a roar, Bear Two leapt over thirty metres and landed firmly on the

Rhinoceros Thunder Beast's back, and then the next moment!

"Ow howl howl!"

The terrifying spikes flashed with blinding thunder, instantly causing Bear Two to
let out a terrified scream!



Lin Hao was manipulating his sword Qi from afar, and seeing Bear Two's
appearance, it hurt to watch!

Ka-ching!

However, Bear Two endured it and with a fierce dip of his head, he bit down on a
spike, and with one bite, crunch!

The shashan shan zero yi er paxi? Howl, howl, howl!

What's the experience of dry rice while screaming in pain?

At this moment, Xiong Er embodies it to the fullest!

Howling in agony while chewing on the spikes of the rhinoceros thunder beast,
with a creepy sound coming out of his mouth, while a flash of thunder flickers out of his mouth
every now and then!

Rumble!



The sword qi was like a dragon, it was unstoppable, however, it couldn't break the
rhinoceros thunder beast's defence at all, it was still the most vulnerable eye, the tyrannical qi
swept around, the grey aura mist seemed to be like boiling water, rushing endlessly!

Lin Hao was stunned, this, the invincible sword qi, had met its match!

Only, when Lin Hao saw Xiong Er's bearish appearance, the corners of his mouth
twitched wildly, and his eyelids jumped even more wildly!

At this moment, Bear Two was simply fierce as hell!

The spikes on the Rhinoceros Thunder Beast's back appeared to be a large, bare
sight, and it was only a tenth of it that Bear Two had chewed off!

Ka-ching!

The Rhinoceros Thunder Beast also noticed the problem, its crimson eyes flashed

with a blinding blood light, a clicking sound emanated from all over its body, and the spikes, as
well as the thunderbolts on the rhinoceros horns, all began to converge, flashing with an amazing
thunderbolt!

"How could this happen ......" Lin Hao's face changed drastically, the aura of this
rhinoceros thunder beast actually began to soar wildly due to the convergence of thunder, its aura
soared all the way to the mid Grand Master level!



"The Bear People will never be a slave! Dry rice man dry rice soul, dry rice will
be used in steel pots! Roar ha!"

Undaunted, Xiong Er roared out in fury, his bite still crunching, only this time
Xiong Er's owl howled even more miserably and loudly, at this moment Xiong Er's body was
wrapped with intimidating thunder!

Lin Hao's forehead was helpless, he was convinced, he didn't know if he was

human or not, but he was definitely a real bear!

Clang!

Lin Hao pulled the Xuan Yuan sword out of its scabbard, the king's weapon was
sheathed!

A golden wheel of light slowly appeared behind Lin Hao's back, like an immortal

descending from the earth, a solemn phallic appearance!

This was the first time Lin Hao's sword energy had been thwarted, the key was
that the opponent's strength was only at the early Grand Master realm, and he couldn't break
through the defence!



The first move of the Seven Killings Divine Sword Duel! Sword Qi Breaks the

Water!

Lin Hao gripped the Xuanyuan Sword with both hands, and with a violent sweep,
a golden half-moon shaped sword qi cut through the distance of space like it was entering no

man's land, and landed on the Rhino Thunder Beast in a flash!

A burst of golden thunderclaps, the huge Rhinoceros Thunder Beast's body shook,
a burst of sparks and lightning erupted wherever the sword qi hit, and the fierce Rhinoceros

Thunder Beast retreated a distance of more than ten metres with a bang!

It was working!

Lin Hao was overjoyed, however, before he could rejoice, the truth was like a pot
of cold water splashed on Lin Hao's head.

"This ...... is so possible!" Lin Hao was all dumbfounded, couldn't even the Xuan
Yuan divine Sword break the defense?

The sweeping sword qi only landed a shallow mark on the rhinoceros thunder
beast's body, it couldn't even injure the flesh!

"Roar!" The rhinoceros murderer roared in rage, this defiant creature in front of
him had provoked his majesty!



Lin Hao's sword didn't hurt the rhinoceros thunder beast, but on the contrary, it
enraged it!
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Click, click, click!

The rhinoceros horn erupted with two bucket-thick thunder rays, directly
enveloping Lin Hao in it!

(ΩДΩ)!

Ow howl howl!

Lin Hao's eyes burst out, his body was instantly numb from the stimulation of the

electric aura, and he simply wanted to die, as the thunder aura moved in and out of his body,
letting out a horrible scream that was no different from Bear Two's!

With a bang!

Lin Hao smashed down hard on the ground, his body twitching, his hair standing
on end, a puff of black smoke rising from his body, living like a poor man who had failed to

cross the tribulation.



This sourness was unbelievable, how did this Xiong Er endure it?

"Dry rice, dry rice, continue to dry rice!" Bear Two didn't care about anything else,
he kept plucking off the sword spikes on the Rhino Thunder Beast's body and ate them with such

relish that in the blink of an eye, more than two fifths of the spikes on that Rhino Thunder Beast's
body were chewed off.

The rhinoceros murderer, bursting with fury, snarled and twisted ...... Yes, it was
twisted and twisted, simply trying to shake the bear two off its body.

From birth to now, rhinoceros thunder beast for the first time produced deep

marrow fear, this thing is too scary ah! Even if I was as big as Tarzan the ape, I couldn't stand up
to what you're doing!

At this moment, the thunder beast didn't care about Lin Hao, he was gathering
thunder all over his body just to dislike such a thing on his back, if he went on like this, he would
be eaten alive!

"Phew~ burp!" Lin Hao exhaled a breath of foul air, but what came out was a cloud
of black smoke, and even more shamefully, he burped!

At this moment, Lin Hao was still tingling unbearably, unable to move at all, he
was just lying on the ground twitching by instinct, the meridians in his body were so ravaged by

the thunder that every single bit of powerful qi was dissipated.



The current Lin Hao, apart from the strength of his body which was comparable to

that of a Grand Master, was a living, breathing ordinary man!

"A dynasty's son is a dynasty's subject, isn't it just a change of era, is there a need
to target me so much?" Lin Hao's face was filled with bitterness, and a cloud of black Qi and

thunder mangles spurted out as soon as he opened his mouth.

The thunder aura was inside Lin Hao's body, constantly wreaking havoc as well as
eroding the meridians, but the meridians inside Lin Hao's body were resisting the devouring
while still refining and modifying the direction of the meridians!

Click, click, click!

A clicking sound came from the surface of Lin Hao's body, and as Lin Hao

looked in horror, he raised his hand, and the meridians and blood vessels under his skin were

hidden, flashing with appalling thunder, as the thunder aura was too terrifying, and a crack like the
thunder aura kept spreading out began to appear on his skin, like a spider's web, all over his
body!

It was over!

At this moment, Lin Hao felt that the sharp scythe of death was now on his neck,
and the slightest movement would be the death of him!



For years, Lin Hao had never been this close to death!

In a daze, Lin Hao felt that he was in a grey world, surrounded by a mist, in which
a ghostly light flickered from time to time, and the sound of a ghost crying out was heard from

time to time.

Only then did Lin Hao realise that he was in front of an ancient stone bridge,
which emanated an ancient aura and could not be seen to the end at a glance, and Lin Hao was

standing at the head of the bridge.

"Young man, drink this bowl of soup and be done with your past, dust to dust,
earth to earth, reincarnate again and become human again ......" an old woman's voice suddenly
rang out.

Lin Hao was stunned:(? ｀?Д?′)!!!

In front of the bridge, an old woman with ancient makeup that could not be seen

in the era, with white hair, leaning on a cane, holding a bowl of soup, while there was a large pot
in front of her that was cooking a hot, colorful, thick soup emanating from it.

Lin Hao's body jolted, this couldn't be fucking Meng, could it?

"Hey, old lady, you can let this soup dry for a while, I'll come back to drink it
when it's cold!"



Meng Granny had a smile on her face: (*￣￣).

"Young man, there's no going back if you come here, be a good boy and drink the
soup so I can finish my performance."

Then, amidst the old woman's shocked gaze, a light fell and Lin Hao kept floating
up? Ai er steak Ai Fu Wu Ai er? that went straight through the sky.
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Mona was dumbfounded: "My performance!"

Woo-hoo!

Lin Hao opened his eyes, he was still within the thunder spirit domain, exhaling a
mouthful of black smoky turbid air with thunder aura, Lin Hao was dumbfounded, the thunder
aura in his body was finally quiet, his body returned to normal, his jingqi began to recover
continuously, but this time the jingqi in Lin Hao's body took a bizarre turn.

"Come to death you!" Lin Hao gripped the Xuan Yuan sword and ran wildly

towards the rhinoceros thunder beast, Lin Hao was really angry, damn being electrocuted by this

thing made him hallucinate, why did it seem like he had run into Meng Mo?



Sword intent!

All at once, the Xuan Yuan sword in Lin Hao's hand exploded with a terrifying

sword intent!

The Sword Realm of God!

Lin Hao stepped on his sword qi and rose up in the air, the dazzling golden light of
the Xuan Yuan sword in his hand emitting a soft chant? Dyeing Yi Dyeing Closed Lu Pao Zhaoxi?
It was heading straight for the Rhino Thunder Beast!

"This guy is really fierce!" Lin Hao subconsciously glanced at the back of the

Rhinoceros Thunder Beast and found that this dry rice bear two was actually still gnawing on the
Rhinoceros Thunder Beast, the spikes on the Rhinoceros Thunder Beast's body, not one in ten,
was bare, miserable ah!

Click!

A blinding thunderbolt once again came towards Lin Hao.

"I'll be damned ......"



Lin Hao was instantly covered by thunder, his body was rattling, and before he

could touch the rhinoceros thunder beast, he was blasted and fell straight to the ground twitching

all over.

"I'm in a fucking state of mind!"

Lin Hao hissed with all his strength, when did he get so weak?

Lin Hao fell to the ground as the thunder mangles continued to frantically

transform the meridians in Lin Hao's body, at this point Lin Hao was once again plunged into a

grey world with ghostly flames floating all around him.

Meng stood at the head of the bridge with her walking stick, a kind smile on her

face as she handed the bowl in her hand to Lin Hao: (*￣￣)

"Young man, don't struggle, the soup is cold, drink it."

"No, I want it hot, it's not good when it's cold! Old lady, so what, you can heat it
up again, I'll come and drink it later." Lin Hao turned and ran after saying that, it was too scary.

Meng was in a state of mind that instantly cracked ah!



Lin Hao woke up leisurely, this time waking up and seemed to notice that his

body was not quite the same, but where did Lin Hao care so much, a carp jumped up and ran!

Ka-ching!

"Holy ......" Lin Hao had just stood up, before he could run, a terrifying
thunderbolt, the thickness of a water tank, instantly drowned Lin Hao, the thunder cracks on his
body as dense as a spider's web instantly cracked!

Meng Mo: ''Give the old mother a drink! Immediately! Immediately!"

"It's you again!" Lin Hao cried and laughed, no, this place couldn't come back,
Lin Hao clearly felt that this old woman's mind had absolutely exploded, the look of hatred that

she wanted to devour herself alive said it all.

"Drink it down! Forget everything!" Meng Granny's face was fierce as she shouted
angrily.

"Can I not drink it ......"

"Get lost! You've been back and forth here three times! Do you think this Nahe
Bridge is your own backyard?" Meng Po chased after Lin Hao with Meng Po soup in her hand!



"It's good to be alive."

Lin Hao opened his eyes and breathed a sigh of relief, even the seemingly
dangerous Thunder Splitting Mountain Spiritual Domain looked so lovely in Lin Hao's eyes at the
moment.

Three times into and three times out of the Nahe Bridge, I guess Meng's heart was
cracked.

Ka-ching!

"Again, damn it!" Lin Hao's body jolted, and reflexively, he froze and leapt more
than ten meters high, then ran wildly for his life!

However, as fast as Lin Hao was, he couldn't be faster than the speed of that

lightning.

Once again, Lin Hao was inevitably covered by the dazzling thunder.

Lin Hao's body twitched and twitched and twitched, so much so that Lin Hao
wailed miserably in pain!



But this time, Lin Hao did not faint, instead he resisted this thunderous rampage,
allowing the thunderous aura to rage through his body, but did not faint, nor was he in as much
pain as before.

If Lin Hao looked closely, his body had undergone a radical change, the two
thunder spaces hanging around his neck were nowhere to be found, instead they had fused with

Lin Hao's spirit sea.

"I was scared to death, I thought I had to go face that crazy b*tch." Lin Hao
breathed a sigh of relief, it seemed that he was similar to Xiong Er, he had been electrocuted so

much that he had started to develop immunity to thunder and lightning?
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(*^▽^*)!

Lin Hao turned back, holding the Xuan Yuan sword in his hand, staring at that
rhinoceros thunder beast with an unpleasant expression, Lin Hao found his body filled with

thunder power, while his jingqi had been parted without any left, so much so that the Xuan Yuan
divine sword was yielding a thunder dragon made of thunder mane.

At this moment, the rhinoceros? Xiyi zero Lu zero Yi Di Wu? The bull thunder

beast is manic, why is that cricket dead or alive electricity can not die? Not only that, this thing
on his back is even more perverted, simply can't shake off, the spikes on his body was chewed up
not to mention, even the skin is to pull a large!

Suddenly!



The rhinoceros berserk beast saw that cricket-like being stand up again fucking

up!

Roar ......

The rhinoceros thunder beast was furious and roared out just to attack Lin Hao
again, only the moment the rhinoceros thunder beast made eye contact with Lin Hao. The roar
came to an abrupt halt!

The rhinoceros thunder beast's mind was broken, why was this mole emitting an
aura that made it scared, and most importantly, why was this mole looking at itself as if it was
looking at a delicious meal?

The corner of Lin Hao's mouth rose slightly: "The most perfect ingredients are
often cooked in the simplest way ......"

At this moment, Lin Hao did not advance but retreated, holding the Xuan Yuan
sword towards the rhinoceros thunder beast all the way, at this moment Lin Hao wanted to mang
the bird to swallow the dragon, swallowing the big with the small, brave and fearless!

The Rhinoceros Thunder Beast felt the threat of life and death, countless arm-thick,
tank-thick thunderbolts blasted at Lin Hao, even as a pool of thunder turned around Lin Hao!



Unfortunately, these thunderbolts covered Lin Hao's circumference, and every

pore on Lin Hao's body opened to the limit, greedily absorbing the thunderbolts, and Lin Hao was
not even hindered in the slightest, nor did his body feel any discomfort, but rather comfortable!

Poof!

Lin Hao rushed in front of the rhinoceros thunder beast, the thunder laden Xuan
Yuan sword slashed down towards the rhinoceros thunder beast, as casually as a knife slicing tofu,
the four to five meter long rhinoceros horn clicked and fell to the ground, setting off a roll of
smoke and dust.

Lin Hao didn't delay either, and froze like Xiong Er, using the easiest way to hold
the huge rhinoceros horn low and open his mouth to gnaw on it!

The thunder power contained within the rhinoceros horn was like brainwashing
marrow, sucking it up, in just the blink of an eye, all the thunder power inside there, entered Lin

Hao's stomach.

And without its power, that rhinoceros horn was like a badly decayed and eroded
stone, it shattered into grey-brown slag with a bang.

The rhinoceros thunder beast looked horrified and looked at Lin Hao as if he was
a demon god descending into the world, he didn't even have time to roar, he turned around and

ran!



"Hold your run! Stop right there!" Lin Hao recalled the taste of the thunder power
he had just sucked up, not to mention the five aromatic ones!

Lin Hao casually pulled out a packet of salt, two bottles of cumin and pepper

noodles, leapt straight up and landed on the rhino, sprinkling fine salt, pepper noodles and chilli

powder, and looked up just in time to see Bear Two staring at himself in a dumbfounded manner.

Bear Two: o(( ﹏ ))o

"Big Boss, what are you doing?"

"Have some no? It tastes better this way." Lin Hao raised the seasoning in his

hand.

Bear Two was winded and lying on the back of the Rhino Thunder Beast doubting
his life.

The rhinoceros thunder beast was running at a great speed, the scenery on both
sides was retreating rapidly, the smoke and dust was rolling behind him, the rhinoceros thunder
beast was using all its strength to run for its life!

Lin Hao opened his mouth and went straight to his mouth, a huge amount of
thunder power, a constant stream of it converged towards Lin Hao's mouth and integrated into his
body.



The Rhinoceros Thunder Beast screamed miserably as it ran wildly, however its
speed was getting slower and slower, and the lightning aura flickering on its body began to

weaken drastically.

"Big Boss! There's no need for that! Grabbing food from my little brother! That's
too much!" Bear Two, all stunned, reacted with an indignant slander and hurried to get down too.

But Bear Two found that the Rhinoceros Thunder Beast, with its power flowing fast,
was really chicken ribs to eat, tasteless to eat and a pity to discard, one bite was similar to biting
into a lump of coal cinder.
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"Big Boss please be a man! I haven't had enough!" Bear Two wailed and wailed, "I'm not? I'm not?
I know, but you're a real dog!"

Lin Hao didn't care about this, he was in a mysterious state right now, his sea of
consciousness was undergoing a radical change, rolling thunder was gathering in his sea of
consciousness, as if it was an impermeable thunder pool of a hundred feet!

At the core of the thunder pool, a thumb-thin bead slowly coalesced, its body
emitting a dazzling silver light, its aura so terrifying that it was suffocating.



At this moment, the thunder in the Rhinoceros Thunder Beast's body had
completely run out of fuel, and even the power of its spirit core had been completely drained and

collapsed!

The Rhinoceros Thunder Beast maintained its fleeing stance until its death, its eyes
terrified and its face hideous.

As the last trace of thunder in its body disappeared, the Rhinoceros Thunder
Beast's body collapsed as it ran, turning into a rain of grey-brown stones that showered the earth,
along with Xiong Er, who also fell from the sky.

Lin Hao, on the other hand, shot up into the sky!

"Tremble! Your god of war has returned! Thousands of thunderbolts, at my

command! Blast!"

Lin Hao, suspended in the void, laughed loudly and wildly, a piercing thunderbolt
poured out with Lin Hao as the centre, a hundred meters around Lin Hao turned into a thunder pool,
the astonishing power of thunder exploded the surrounding area into a crater a hundred meters

wide and four to five hundred meters deep!

The surrounding thunder beasts felt Lin Hao's terrifying thunder aura and fled in

all directions in terror, terrified ah!



"Big Boss is actually a late stage of middle-aged disease." Bear Two looked at Lin
Hao in the void, who was laughing uncontrollably and wildly, and spat out with a discontented

grimace. , ,

Official spitting, most deadly!

Lin Hao began to gradually master, and use this power, while Lin Hao was
surprised to find that the two thunder spaces had actually fused with his own sea of consciousness,
everything was still there, and had opened up almost two hundred square feet of space!

And, Lin Hao found that he was no longer considered a martial arts master, but
rather more of an illusionary spirit master.

But what made Lin Hao incredibly helpless was that he had no way to summon an
illusionary spirit beast other than being able to summon thunder and lightning, so he couldn't
have this thunder being his own spirit beast, right?

"Daddy!" A thousand meters away, Lin Ruoshi's big black and bright eyes were

full of worry, pulling Lei Ling's hand and praying pitifully to Lei Ling, "Little Aunt, can we go
back and help, I'm afraid that Daddy is in danger."

"No! We'll only be dragging our feet if we go back!" Lei Ling firmly refused Lin

Ruoshi, only Lei Ling's face was also inextricably worried, his gaze revealing a horrifying killing
intent: If Brother Lin Hao dies here, I, Lei Ling, swear that I will slaughter all the thunder beasts in
the Thunder Split Mountain Spiritual Domain!



Lin Ruoshi still wanted to pray to the Thunder Spirit, but before she could speak,
the earth suddenly began to tremble violently, the ground shook, the mountains shook, the roar
burst out, and the mist even boiled like boiling water, as if countless behemoths were rushing out.

"Not good, run!" Lei Ling's face turned white instantly, as if she had thought of

something, she hugged Lin Ruoshi and quickly ran in the other direction of the canyon!

But in the end, she was still a step too slow, a dozen of rhinoceros thunder beasts
as tall as a ten-storey building, emitting the aura of a great master, ran out wildly, the huge stone
pillar-like feet stomped on the earth wildly, spanning over Lei Ling's head in one go.

Lei Ling's petite seven-year-old body was as small as an ant compared to the tall

Rhinoceros Thunder Beast!

Lei Ling narrowly avoided the Rhinoceros Thunder Beast to avoid being trampled
by his opponent's big foot.

Following the rhinoceros thunder beast was a two-metre wide, thirty to
forty-metre long grey-brown rectangular centipede, whose feet were so densely packed that Lei

Ling's scalp tingled.

The most frightening thing for Lei Ling was that the tens of metres long
thousand-legged centipede was densely packed with fist-sized eyes on its back, which was
horrifying.



Behind the thousand-legged centipede, followed by batches of thunder beasts,
some were lions full of leopard prints, wolves with ram's horns, densely packed, too many to
count.
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"Little Aunt, that's not right, these guys seem to be running for their lives." Lin Ruoshi looked at

these thunder beasts and was a little surprised.

"It's really ......" Lei Ling also reacted, there seemed to be something inside this

canyon that made these guys scared out of their wits, one by one, they were running for their lives,
and when they passed by Lei Ling and the girls, they didn't even bother to look at them, like they
were molehills that didn't care at all.

"Little aunt I'm afraid ......"

"Not afraid, little aunt take you to find your father, your father a? Dyeing Lu

Shanshan Xi Yi Di Dye? Definitely will be fine!" Lei Ling comforted Lin Ruoshi a sentence,
holding Lin Ruoshi turned towards the opposite direction of the thunder beast rampage, quickly
against the current.

The mouth is easy to say, but Lei Ling face is full of worry, the fierce white face
betrayed her heart at this moment, for Lin Hao's worry, Lei Ling is not less than Lin Ruo Shi!

It's just that ......



Lin Hao was scouting around for 'good food' while Xiong Er was chattering in Lin
Hao's ears like a long-winded woman.

Lin Hao was not affected in the least by Bear Two, and when he finally caught a

single Thunder Beast, a smile appeared on his face and he subconsciously licked the corners of his
dry, cracked mouth.

"Hey, hey, found you." The tiger-like thunder beast that was targeted instantly let
out a mournful hiss, turned its head and ran, wishing its parents had given it two more legs, and
set off a roll of smoke and dust behind it.

"Big Boss, dry rice dry rice! Don't let it get away!"

Bear Two was even more excited than Lin Hao when he saw the meat that was in
his mouth fly away, how could this be possible, that big rhino just now, he hadn't had enough of
it yet, and most of it had been eaten by Lin Hao.

"It's quite fast to run." Lin Hao was also amazed, was he that intimidating?
Turning around and running?

Not to mention that the aura this guy was giving off was a little more powerful than
the Rhino Thunder Beast just now.



Lin Hao took out his locator watch and looked at it, and found that Lin Ruoshi and
Lei Ling and the girls were rushing towards his location, so he thought it wasn't much of a big
deal.

"Chase!" Lin Hao and Xiong Er quickly darted away, quickly chasing after the
tiger thunder beast that had fled.

Swoosh!

A stream of sword qi coalesced around Lin Hao, and to Lin Hao's incomparable
surprise, his sword qi were all filled with the power of lightning, flashing and flickering, each
sword qi was like an appalling thunderbolt!

The sea of consciousness within Lin Hai's body at this moment had long since run
out of powerful Qi and was filled with all raging thunder.

Go!

Under Lin Hao's divine thought control, dozens of flying swords sped out densely,
quickly heading towards the rampaging thunder beast, while thunder sword qi was still quickly

condensed behind them.

What surprised Lin Hao was that he had only been able to condense 108 sword qi,
but now, he could condense 150 sword qi at once, without the slightest increase in his realm, but



instead, he had dropped quite a bit, and the aura he emitted was only at the early stage of the

Innate Realm.

The realm was Primary Patriarch? But what made Lin Hao secretly happy was that

the realm hadn't increased, but the combat power had changed qualitatively!

Boom!

Each sword qi that landed next to the tiger beast created a five-meter area of
thunder pools, emitting an amazing roar as terrifying lightning surrounded it!

"Roar!" The thunderbolt attack completely inspired the tiger beast's ferocious
nature, roaring in anger as its originally three-metre body began to rapidly grow in size,
surprisingly reaching ten metres in size!

Just a slight stay of the other side, dozens of flying swords fell around the tiger

beast, each sword qi exploded is a five-meter range of thunder pool, each sword qi is not even

five meters between the interval, so then, sword qi dozens of sword qi formed a circle of thunder

pool around the tiger beast, like a prison to trap it in.

"Big boss mighty! Roar hahaha, dry rice Zou Qi!" Xiong Er was even more excited
than Lin Hao when he saw this scene.

However, Lin Hao was one step ahead of him, the Xuan Yuan sword in his hand

contained a powerful thunder power, and with a single slash of his head!



With another sword, the thunder beast's head was split open, and inside the tiger

beast's head, there was a round bead that was thumb-thin and emitted an appalling thunder aura.
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Without the slightest hesitation, Lin Hao picked it up with a wave of his hand and swallowed it in

one gulp.

Zizi!

The thunder all over his body went berserk all of a sudden and was quickly
digested and swallowed by his sea of consciousness, and Lin Hao felt that his realm had slightly

refined a little bit more.

"No way, it's only refined this little bit?" Lin Hao had a bit of a headache.

"Dry rice, dry rice!" Bear Two, who had arrived late, darted over and began to

gnaw the tiger beast's body furiously, only to spit it all out after a few bites.

"Ah bah bah bah ...... what's going on, big boss, this, this meat is tasteless." Bear
Two looked at Lin Hao with a suspicious face.



"Cough cough, probably, probably this is how the meat of this tiger beast is, well,
it's like this." Even though Lin Hao's face was thick enough, he couldn't help but look away and
blush in his old face.

Now Lin Hao also reacted to the fact that this Xiong Er was able to devour the
energy of the thunder beast, and it was through the most original? Paozha Wu Er Di Zero Er Lu?
The original way of eating to devour.

The energy of the thunder beast is inside the spirit core in its brain shell, the spirit
core is all swallowed by Lin Hao, this thunder beast's body is just a stone crumb without energy,
bear two eat up, naturally there is no taste.

At the same time, Lin Hao also discovered a problem, the Xuan Yuan sword was
a divine weapon left over from the previous era, without the power of the new era added to it, it
was actually no different from an ordinary sharp sword.

Even the attacking power of the martial powerhouse of the previous era had little
effect on the thunder beasts of this spiritual domain.

It seemed that with the new era, everything had changed, and at the same time,
the class divisions had also started to change, and Lin Hao had vaguely fathomed some of them.

"Don't eat it, it's tasteless." Xiong Er tried to nibble a few more bites, only to find
that it was now completely indistinguishable from eating a stone, and as the spirit core was taken
away, the thunder power within the tiger beast's torso flew away.



"Daddy!" Lin Ruoshi was surprised as she let go of Lei Ling's hand and darted all

the way towards Lin Hao.

Frightened, Lin Hao rushed over to greet her. Lin Ruoshi's small body stumbled

as she walked through the strange rocky canyon, and fell straight to the ground with a bang, froze
with a violent boom, and the hard stone where Lin Ruoshi fell shattered with a click.

"Little Shi!" Lin Hao was so frightened that he hurriedly picked Lin Ruoshi up and

looked at her worriedly, "Is everything alright? Did you get hurt?"

Stone: ????

"I tread straight to crack!"

"I'm fine daddy." Lin Ruoshi's pretty face was full of smiles as she lifted her

tender little hands to wipe the dust off her face, revealing her delicate porcelain doll-like pretty
face.

Lin Hao carefully checked and found that Lin Ruo Shi was not injured, only that
she had soiled her clothes, then looked down at the seemingly hard but shattered rock that Lin

Ruo Shi had hit, the corners of his mouth couldn't help but twitch, forgetting how horrible his

daughter's physical quality was.



Seeing how Lin Hao was so worried about Lin Ruoshi, for some reason, Lei Ling
always felt a bit uncomfortable, bristling, "What did you guys just do, why are all these thunder
beasts running out like crazy?"

"I know, I know!" Xiong Er raised his hand repeatedly, like an activist in class who
wanted to be named by the teacher.

Before Xiong Er could finish his sentence, Lin Hao hurriedly interrupted him, "Yes,
Xiong Er knows, this one directly ate those thunder beasts raw, which scared all of them and they

all ran away."

Xiong Er: (●￣(1)￣●)?

The way Bear Two looked at Lin Hao was full of surprise and anger, not so
shameless, right Big Boss?

You're the one who ate the most, why is it you who's taking the blame!

Lin Ruoshi looked at Xiong Er with a disgusted look on her face, "Why do you

stuff everything into your mouth? If you keep eating, I won't want you anymore."

Lin Hao almost couldn't hold back his laughter, poor Xiong Er ah.



Now Xiong Er had a mouth to feed and froze without any recourse.

"Huh? Someone's coming over, come on, let's go check it out." Lin Hao noticed
a few dots of light on the light screen projected by his watch, rapidly approaching their position,
just as the angry hissing of the thunder beast was also heard from ahead.

Chapter 1958

Three kilometres away from Lin Hao, there was still a canyon, where four or five people were in
the canyon, a few of them were covered in wounds and were staring at a grey-brown lizard the

size of a Tyrannosaurus rex in front of them with incomparable vigilance.

The giant lizard was flickering with an intimidating lightning light all around its
body, and although the aura it emitted was only at the peak of the Zong Shi realm, four of the five
men, who were in the middle stage of the Great Zong Shi, were unable to deal with this thing and
were even lightly wounded.

The leader was someone else, none other than the Xu Family's young master, Xu
Hongfeng, whose strength had fallen hard to the middle Grand Master stage and was even about

to fall to the early Grand Master level in order to resist the passage of the Dao Yin because of the
Heaven and Earth mutation.

"Young master, what should we do? This fellow is too fierce, there's no way for us
to break the defence even though we're fighting with all our might." The other direct descendants
of the Xu Family beside him had incomparably ugly faces, with blood flowing uncontrollably

from the corners of their mouths as they spoke.



"Damn it, why is this happening!" Xu Hongfeng's face was extremely ugly, and
then his eyes looked towards the only woman in the group, Xu Hongfeng's expression was
particularly complicated.

This woman was called Xu Yanran, a member of the Xu family's side lineage,
without cultivation? Di Ai Yi grill Yi Ai zero cover? talent. But as the heaven and earth vision

descended, it instead allowed this side line, who had never been valued, to become an Illusionary
Spirit Master.

An existence that seemed like a molehill to them, but in battle, it was this molehill
that was able to hold this monster at bay!

"Yanran, how do you feel? It, can it still carry the load?" Xu Hongfeng was
extremely jealous of Xu Yanran, but his face still did not move as he pretended to be concerned.

Xu Yanran's face turned white and she pursed her lips without saying a word,
looking down at the fox beside her, covered in crimson flames, which was Xu Yanran's
illusionary spirit beast, the Fire Fox.

The lizard stared at the fire fox with unbridled anger and let out an ear-splitting
growl, similar to a cat's cry, as its huge body leapt up and came towards the fire fox like

lightning.

Tally!



Xu Yanran shouted, and all the spiritual energy was injected into the fire fox. The
fire fox let out a chirp, and the flames on its body were like adding kerosene, and the flames on
its body surface rose two meters high.

The fire fox leapt up with a fierce bow with exceptional dexterity, and bravely ran
straight towards the huge lizard.

"Run!" Xu Yanran used her last ounce of strength to utter these words, her body
swayed and she directly fainted.

"Damn it!" Xu Hongfeng's face turned pale and he no longer cared about anything
else, casually carrying the unconscious Xu Yanran in his arms as he quickly ran wildly for his life.

On the right side of the battlefield, on a prominent platform on the canyon, there
were three people who had been silently watching the battle, none other than Lin Hao and the

others who had arrived according to their watches.

Lin Hao hadn't expected to run into someone from the Xu Clan by mistake, so Lin
Hao hadn't planned to make a move at all.

"That girl is an illusionary spirit master, right? This fire fox is her illusionary spirit

beast?" This was the second Illusionary Spiritist Lin Hao had seen strike in this world: "The aura is
a bit weaker than Xiao shi's."



"But well, this fire fox does look much smoother than this second one." Lin Hao
compared the fire fox and Bear Two and gave his final assessment.

Xiong Er's face instantly fell.

Lin Ruoshi added a fatal slash: "Yeah, I also feel that this fire fox looks better than
Bear Two, dad, why don't we swap this Bear Two with her? This Bear Two just knows how to

eat."

Ouch!

Bear Two looked like a wolf and cried out to the sky!

That's heartbreaking!

I'm a panda, and pandas are so cute and cuddly, why do you think they're useless
to you!

"Oh no!" Lin Hao reacted and fiercely covered Xiong Er's mouth.

"Another thunder beast, run!"



With this howling voice, Xiong Er immediately attracted the attention of the Xu

Clan and the thunder beast.

The people of the Xu Family were scared out of their wits and ran even faster.

That lizard thunder beast stopped instead and turned its head, staring at Lin Hao
and the others as it let out an angry cat cry.

It was unimaginable that a guy as huge as a Tyrannosaurus rex would hiss in anger:
meowing ......,

So damn incongruous.

"Let you be nosy!"
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Lin Hao was so angry that he put his foot on Bear Two's buttocks, and Bear Two came flying

down from two metres in the air with a scream.

With a loud boom, Bear Two landed on the ground, exploding into a large crater,
splashing rocks, yet Bear Two climbed up from the crater without a scratch.



Thunder flashed around his body, and the bear fur, which had been black and

white, now turned black and silver, that white fur turning a colour like silver glittering lightning.

"Meow?"

The lizard thunder beast was startled, why did he feel the feeling of life and death

threat from this little thing?

Xiong Er froze, then howled towards the lizard, then the lizard meowed in return.

Lin Hao and the three of them fell down and looked at the lizard and Bear Two
howling at each other with a stunned expression, why did it feel like these two guys were

communicating across species?

"Roar ha!" Bear Two roared excitedly, and the lizard knelt down in front of Bear

Two in response.

With this kneeling, the earth shook and smoke rolled!

"Big Boss, Little Master, this is my new little brother!" Bear Two proudly held his
head high as he leapt up and landed on the lizard's back, and beckoned towards Lin Hao and the

others, "Come on, come on up, free ride."



"Wow, Xiong Er Xiong Er, you're awesome." Lin Ruoshi happily ran over.

The corners of Lin Hao's mouth twitched out in disbelief, after this Bear Two ate
the thunder beast, he possessed the power of lightning himself and set aside to mutate?
Surprisingly, he was able to do cross-species communication, and even more so, he had made the
lizard submissive?

Although he knew that Lin Ruoshi would not be hurt if he fell, Lin Hao was still
distressed and hurriedly picked Lin Ruoshi up, fearing that he would fall.

The three of them sat on the lizard's back, and only then did the lizard stand up

and turn its head to look at Xiong Er in confusion.

"What are you looking at me for? Go after him! You don't understand the golden
belt of killing and setting fire to people?" Bear Two slammed his fist into the lizard's back with a
look of indifference.

The lizard's rock-hard back made a big crater for Xiong Er. The lizard howled in
misery and quickly chased after the Xu family's group, its four feet running wildly with stumpy
shadows, afraid that Xiong Er would think it was slacking off and give it another punch, who
could stand it?

Lin Hao looked at Xiong Er with a strange look in his eyes, his expression was a
bit complicated, has this guy really mutated?What made Lin Hao's head hurt even more was that
this guy had a bandit aura about him.



It was like the feeling of a mountain king returning to his own cottage.

"Crap! Catch up? Intended to pick up the closed Lu Fuyan Erdi? Here we go!"

"Run, what are you still standing there for?"

The few people from the Xu family almost didn't die of fright as the roar behind
them was incessant, and when they looked back, they saw the lizard in a frenzy, its bloodshot
eyes chasing after them.

They started to run for their lives, but how could two legs outrun four!

"Stop this monster!" At the critical moment, Xu Hongfeng yanked the men beside
him without hesitation, directly intending to use their lives to delay his escape.

Xu Hongfeng, on the other hand, ran away carrying Xu Yanran on his own, if not
for the fact that Xu Yanran was of great use to the Xu family, otherwise Xu Hongfeng would have
probably thrown him down directly as food for the monster.

"Damn it ......"

The few people of the Xu family who were dragged down had incomparably
gloomy and ugly faces, yet there was nothing they could do, the great clan was merciless.



Compared to the young lord Xu Hongfeng, who had an honourable position, they were indeed not
worth mentioning.

"Sub steal and run!" The few members of the Xu Clan who had been thrown down

as a delay did not give up on this, and with a grit of their teeth, began to flee from different

directions, whoever was chased could only admit their own bad luck!

However, any conspiracy and trickery is a joke in front of absolute power.

Five minutes later ......

The five Xu family sons, led by Xu Hongfeng, were all caught with bruises on
their noses and faces and left on the ground like rubbish, a huge turn of events that woke Xu
Yanran up.

As a result, Xu Yanran had just opened her eyes when she saw the lizard's big
head close at hand, with eyes as big as half of her face, so frightened that Xu Yanran cried out in
misery and directly passed out.

"Roar!" Xiong Er leapt off the lizard's back with a leap, his hands behind his back
and his arrogant gait: "Listen up, all of you! All of you who don't want to die hand over anything
of value on you! Pay for your lives! If you can't produce anything of value, I'll have my little

brother eat you up!"

Chapter 1960



Lin Hao speechless forehead, shame ah, this goods is really a bandit, why feel the other party this
behavior inexplicably skilled is what the hell!

"This, this thunder beast has mutated? Can, can talk!"

"Are you a human or a thunder beast! Why can you talk?"

Several people from the Xu family were dumbfounded, how could a thunder beast

talk!

Slap!

Xiong Er threw a slap at Xu Hongfeng's face, directly appearing a bright red bear

slap mark on Xu Hongfeng's face, Xu Hongfeng was even directly sent flying more than ten

meters away by Xiong Er's slap.

Even if he hadn't deliberately emitted it, the slap still caused Xu Hongfeng to be

electrocuted, and he couldn't get up for half a day.

The other Xu family members swallowed hard, not daring to let out a single fart,
and quickly began to search for anything of value on their bodies and took it out without
hesitation.



Lin Hao and the three of them quietly got down from the lizard's back and hid

behind a nearby rock, with no face to see anyone ah.

Xiong Er, however, was quickly getting into character and playing the hell out of

it.

"Huh? What's this necklace, it looks pretty good, huh?"

Frightened, that Xu family son pulled the necklace off without saying a word.

"Yo? What brand is this belt, it looks pretty!"

The Xu family member who was targeted wanted to die, damn it, do you want to
be so cruel, not even the belt?

Despite the fact that the heart has long been mother fucker, but the hand action is
not slow at all, quickly untie the belt and throw it to bear two.

"This bear two ...... crouch." Lin Hao's face was dark as hell.

Lei Ling, on the other hand, was glowing with beauty: "Wow, it seems, this is
quite good hey."



"That's right, dad, let's go help Bear Two together!" Lin Ruoshi was also full of
eagerness to try.

"Shut up!"

Lin Hao wanted to die, to be honest, he was also a bit stupid, but his own daughter
was here, how could he ruin his own image!

What made Lin Hao even more furious was that this Xiong Er was not clearly
trying to teach his daughter badly?

After being raided by Xiong Er, only Xu Yanran, a girl, was treated better, but the
others were almost stripped naked by Xiong Er, including their mobile phones, hot hair
membership cards, bath centre memberships and so on.

The first thing he did was to get a couple of thumb-thin pieces of lightning
meteorites, which Xiong Er tossed into his mouth like broad beans, crunching.

The few people from the Xu family stared at Xiong Er in horror. Can you even eat
this?



"Big Boss, come on, come on, see what else you can scavenge?" Bear Two looked
at the people who were naked, and he didn't eat anyone, so he stared at Xu Yanran and snapped his
head, "Come on, Big Boss! There's a pretty girl here, take her back and make her your wife!"

"Fuck you!"

Lin Hao had just stood up when he heard these words from Xiong Er, and
stumbled all over, almost not grabbing the ground with his head.

Lin Hao hugged Lin Ruoshi and pulled Lei Ling out from behind the rock with a
black face.

"Lin Hao! I'll kill you!" Xu Hongfeng's entire body exploded with anger when he
saw the three Lin Hao walking out!

"It's Lin Hao! Bastard, it's actually Lin Hao, they're actually in cahoots!"

On the contrary, Xu Yanran's pretty face was shocked and filled with curiosity as

she looked at Lin Hao, and then looked at Xiong Er.

"Ahem, such a coincidence, Young Master Xu, what's wrong with this, why is the
whole thing so miserable." Lin Hao walked up awkwardly, "The bottom is almost stripped naked

ah."



"I'll kill you!" Xu Hongfeng stood up with his eyes bared, and his mid Grand

Master's Daoist influence surged wildly, his powerful qi spilling out in all directions.

Snap!

Unfortunately, before he could move, he was directly slapped out again by Xiong
Er? Fuzha fuzha er fuzha dye wu?!

Bear Two disdainfully brushed his mouth: ''Little kid! You dare to talk to my big

boss like that, I'm afraid you don't want to die!"

The corners of the other sons of the Xu family's mouth twitched and their eyelids
jumped wildly, in their hearts they wanted to eat Lin Hao alive, but they didn't dare to show it on

their faces in the slightest.
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